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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welche der folgenden Techniken zur ÃœberprÃ¼fung der
Programmevaluierung berÃ¼cksichtigt unterschiedliche Szenarien
fÃ¼r die Planung und Steuerung von Projekten?
A. Funktionspunktanalyse (FPA)
B. Schnelle Anwendungsentwicklung (RAD)
C. PERT
D. GANTT
Answer: C
Explanation:
ErlÃ¤uterung:
PERT ist eine Technik zur ÃœberprÃ¼fung der
Programmevaluierung, die verschiedene Szenarien fÃ¼r die

Planung und Steuerung von Projekten berÃ¼cksichtigt.
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
How Amazon EFS Works with Amazon EC2
The following illustration shows an example VPC accessing an
Amazon EFS file system. Here, EC2 instances in the VPC have
file systems mounted.
In this illustration, the VPC has three Availability Zones, and
each has one mount target created in it. We recommend that you
access the file system from a mount target within the same
Availability Zone. One of the Availability Zones has two
subnets. However, a mount target is created in only one of the
subnets.
Benefits of Auto Scaling
Better fault tolerance. Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling can detect when
an instance is unhealthy, terminate it, and launch an instance

to replace it. You can also configure Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling
to use multiple Availability Zones. If one Availability Zone
becomes unavailable, Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling can launch
instances in another one to compensate.
Better availability. Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling helps ensure that
your application always has the right amount of capacity to
handle the current traffic demand.
Better cost management. Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling can dynamically
increase and decrease capacity as needed. Because you pay for
the EC2 instances you use, you save money by launching
instances when they are needed and terminating them when they
aren't.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/how-it-works.html#how
-it-works-ec2
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/auto-scal
ing-benefits.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement about Service Advertisement Framework is true?
A. SAF operates on any dynamic or static IP routing
configuration. SAF is totally independent of the underlying
routing protocol.
B. SAF has no dependency on the underlying routing protocol, as
long as it is a dynamic routing protocol. Static routes are not
supported.
C. SAF requires that the EIGRP be configured only on SAF
routers. Non-SAF routers act as an IP cloud.
D. SAF requires that the EIGRP be configured on all routers,
including non-SAF routers.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Because Cisco SAF is independent of IP routing and uses
underlying Cisco routing technology to distribute service
advertisements in a reliable and efficient manner, Cisco SAF
will run in networks over any routing protocol they may have in
place such as Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol
(EIGRP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Exterior Border
Gateway Protocol (EBGP) over an MPLS service, or static routing
(Figure 2).
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/iosswrel/ps6537/ps65
54/ps6599/ps10822/white paper_c11-636604.html
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